Building and Launching of H. M. S.
Royal Rupert
Abstracted from the in-house magazine, The Royal
Rupert Times.
Chapter 1
He was heavy-jowled, nearly bald, but kindly. He peered
through his spectacles at maps and intelligence reports --- he
was Naval Party 1735. He had survived the “Flap" in autumn
1944, when it was thought that we had won the war; he had
seen officers appointed, whose appointments were cancelled
before they arrived, but he just sat there working, waiting and
chuckling.
In February 1945 he was joined in his Chelsea Court solitude
by a "Scratch'., a Wren and a Captain, but the latter went at
his own request and was relieved by an officer of similar
rank who had just returned from sea.
Then old Cope had to wake up!
Well, we slowly collected a staff and began to plan,
pretending to be German officers in Wilhelmshaven, and
then, deciding what they would do - we drew up our plans
accordingly. It is truly remarkable how almost exactly right
we were in every respect so that, when we did arrive, things
went literally according to plan.
One of the stated objects of the occupation was the
destruction of Germany’s War potential. Upon this we wrote
a letter pointing out that Wilhelmshaven had been built
solely to fight two wars against England and that the simplest
manner of achieving SHAEF's object appeared to be to blow
up the locks and dykes and flood the town, but that other
suggestions would he forwarded later after examining the
position on the ground.
As you all know, we got the final answer in October 1947.
Some officers asked for a 'yardstick' of conduct to be adopted
should they get out of touch with their formation and the
'rules' did not apply. We evolved one - take such physical
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action, destructive or constructive, that in your judgement
will be most effective in preventing German children from
fighting English children when they grow up.
Meanwhile a lot was stirring on Hayling, Island. C. P. 0.
Cook Francis had installed his petrol cooker in a trench and
everyone was learning how to use Sten-Guns and other
weapons. By 10th April most of the Officers’ and ship's
Company had joined -- a grand crowd they were, even the
youngsters with only two badges!
That morning the Captain arrived and told the crew of all he
knew about their future job and then went into the wardroom
and ordered drinks all round - as it was his birthday. Believe
it or not, no one knew what he meant except one of the camp
staff- called Murphy, who immediately asked to be drafted
into the Party, Perhaps the officers hadn’t been in the Navy
long or something, but anyway they certainly know what to
do now!
That afternoon Sir Harold Burrough, who was Admiral
Commanding Naval Expeditionary Forces under General
Eisenhower, inspected a very smart turnout of a Guard and
the Ship's Company. He made a short speech and promised
to get us all our transport, which until then consisted of one
Humber Staff car and a host of wireless vans.
For the next few days training continued at Northeney 111
and planning in Chelsea Court, with the Don R's taking,
abrupt messages from one to the other.
Chapler 2.
The 15th of April 1945 arrived and so did a Humber 4 X 4, a
wireless van and a three ton truck with water trailer outside
the Captain’s house in London where, after a noggin or two
the intrepid recce party set off for the War.
This Party consisted of the Captain, Lieut. Arnold Foster,
who spoke German, Lieut. Comd. Cope, who spoke German,
Dutch, French and Flemish and had large boxes of
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intelligence reports, his spectacles and what was once a
Naval cap and Lieut. Thompson - who spoke an awful lot.
Then there were three Royal Marine drivers, a Telegraphist,
'Stripey' Wilson as cook, a Killick 1, three Able Seamen, a
Petty Officer Tel, a Leading Tel., two Tels. and two Coders.
Being pretty tough the Party survived the Army Transit
Camp at Tilbury and L.C.T, crossing to Ostend where they
disembarked and were told to go to another camp. This was
too much for these "off to war" fire-eaters, and disregarding
all Military signs, they made a record trip to Antwerp Naval
Depot arriving in time for mis-muters, supper and a nights
leave.
Next morning, after embarking a month’s rum ration, the
party set off in high spirits to look for the Flag Officer,
Western Germany, who was believed to be acting as Naval
Liaison Officer with 21 Army Group Head Quarters then
established in an (ex)-Lunatic Asylum across the Rhine.
Dinner time found the party in a charming Belgian village on
the Dutch border, and the inhabitants` hospitality in "the
local" made it quite unnecessary to get "up spirits" or to do
any cooking.
By evening the party had reached the Army Transit town of
Kaevelar, West of the Rhine which was plastered with
"non-frat" notices. Here, we met some of the "Emden" party,
kicked in a few doors to billet ourselves in deserted houses,
hoisted the White Ensign on the telescopic wireless mast and
went to sleep after a poor supper and a good tot.
Terrible roads, barges wrecked by shell fire, dried up canals,
dead cows in minefields, and wrecked gliders in droves
hindered progress next morning, but at last we crossed the
Bailey Bridge at Venlo and found a nice little pub with lots
of beer.
Then the Captain left the party to have their dinner while he
went to the Asylum to see the Admiral, whom he discovered,
surrounded by maps and ciphers. The Admiral gave a picture
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A Leading Seaman for those not in the Navy.
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of things and instructions to press on and join up with the 1st
Canadian Army. We were to let him know how we were
getting along and also the battalion of Royal Marines that
was being attached to it - and where the latter was if we
could find it!
So we went on to Holland, which seemed as good an idea as
any, and arrived at a town called Enschede which had just
been liberated. After the first uncomfortable night we settled
down well. By this time we had learned that "Flag Cars”
could go anywhere, even the wrong may down one-way
streets, so we made a flag for ours.
We also learnt that the best people always dealt with two
DID's and two NAAFI's. With that, a bit of booty and Dutch
kindness, we wanted for nothing.
We made a few houses and a school into pretty decent transit
accommodation for the advance, main, and rear sections into
which we had divided the party, and commenced staff talks
with Army and Corps. The real trouble was that the Army
had appreciated that desperate Nazis would make a "back to
wall" stand on the Ostfrisian Islands. To reduce this, would
take months and would be very costly in lives. So we decided
to seize the German Admirals responsible and B--- well
make them surrender which we in fact did, and that was the
real reason why our recce party lived in the front line for the
last week of the war.
Then we got news that the whole of party 1735 was coming
over to a place near Brussels, called Boug Leopold, so we
went there at great speed over awful roads to see about it!
And what a place! It had previously been a Belgian Cavalry
Barracks and during the war a P.O.W. camp for the R.A.F.
The best part seemed to be the stables. Well, it may have
been pretty awful when they arrived but there wouldn’t have
been anything at-all if we hadn’t gone there and the Sub
Lieutenant would probably still have been having his bath in
the soup boiler in the galley.
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Whilst there, we found a Sub Lieutenant behind a long red
beard, (not the one in the soup) Leading Signal Potter, a
Telegraphist and an R. M. driver happily camping under the
trees and cooking like real Boy Scouts. Their W. T. van had
been too heavy for the ordinary trip, so they had come via
Boulonge and had been there for days. We took Potter to
Enschede with us and gave the others work to do.
Meanwhile, we had conferences with 1st Canadian Army and
Corps, provided baths for a whole ENSA' party, billeted
them, provided guides and fed the Hamburg Port Party and
so on. Then the Captain again visited the Admiral who
agreed that we had better get cracking and then do the best
we could including looking after his interests.
So we called forward the Advance Party from Boug Leopold
by WT and told the Main Party to stand by. As soon as the
goose, Commander Eyre and the Advance Party with its
Wireless Section and two D.U.W.K.'s had arrived, the recce
party took to the road again. We collected our Royal Marine
battalion and set out to find the 4th Canadian Armoured
Division. No one could have been more surprised or more
helpful than General Vokes when this astonishing
reinforcement contacted him.
We liked the tea kettles on the backs of their tanks kept
boiling by the exhausts and the "liberated” cows hung from
the cranes of their recovery vehicles - help yourself, chums!
It was with some trepidation that the Captain used to tour the
front line with the General each morning, in his "Staghound",
as the General preferred the enemy's front line to his own. He
will never forget dismounting between the two lines one fine
morning while the General tried to bag a couple of deer. For
billets we had a very simple arrangement. We used to pick
two adjacent farm houses and put the German occupants of
one into the other and order roast chicken - Wilson was a
very good cook.
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One morning we separated for various tasks with orders to
rendezvous at Bad Zwischenhahn in the Bürgermeister’s
office. Old Cope was in a jeep with Cpl. Aitkenhead and as
his spectacles had been broken, drove East instead of North.
A warning flow of very rude words from a party of
Canadians concealed in a wood caused him to look up. One
knows of course, that Cope would have fought to the last
shot in his trembling revolver but it would have been of no
avail against the German tank that was advancing upon them
from 400 yards distance. That jeep beat the fastest strategic
retreat staged in any war yet.
The interview with the Town Major in Bad Zwischenahn was
tricky as we had to stand in various corners of the room to
avoid the rifle bullets from a battalion of German Horse Marines commanded by Leu - now our riding master at the
Wilhelmshaven stables. We managed to get two nice houses
in the rear clear of rifle fire but with shells and mortars
singing overhead. After forcibly evicting the occupants, the
Captain even having to fire between one man's legs to
convince him that his tenancy was terminated, we settled
down to dinner and "up spirit".
After that things went wrong. Firstly the Captain's driver was
smoking while getting a tin of petrol out of the back of the
car and he was lucky that we got him to a casualty station
and on his way to England within ten minutes. Most of the
contents of the car, including the surrender proformas in a
briefcase and the Captain's coat were burnt. Then the enemy
advanced, so we retreated in pouring rain, towards Friesoythe
where we found our Royal Marines who directed us to half a
house that they were using as an advanced dressing station.
The day before we had loaned the Royal Marines to the
Canadians as the latter were short of Infantry and they were
planning great battles for the morrow by candle-light in a
ruined farmhouse kitchen. After digging out a bogged 3tonner we would have spent an even more miserable night
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than we did, if Wilson had not happened to have a few
bottles of champagne mixed up in the rations 1.
The guns in the orchard fired and the Royal Marines in
trenches 50 yards away shot off their Brens while Cope
snored throughout the night. Then the "Bootnecks" advanced
on Oldenburg, which capitulated at once to this Menace,
while we again hoisted the White Ensign in Bad
Zwischenahn. At the same time we called forward the
advance party from Enschede with two D.U.W.K.'s and
planned to cross the lake at night with Canadian troops, and
outflank the enemy. They arrived next day at 0200 hrs; so did
the Admiral's car, valet, cook and caravan, but no Admiral.
We went into Rastede with the troops. Herr Leu having
decided to retreat so as not to get his horses hurt, so our
combined operation was unnecessary. Here we tried to phone
Wilhelmshaven to tell them to pack up but the Kreisleiter had
ordered the wires to he cut at Varel, We then took over two
farm houses belonging to some Senior German Naval
Officers and liberated their slave labour. In one house there
were two Russian women and a Pole who could not
understand that they were free until we put them into a cart,
harnessed a good horse, gave them some poultry and sent the
on their way home.
On May 5th the Captain attended a formal surrender at Corps
Headquarters at. Bad Zwischenahn and gave the German
General and his Naval Liaison Officer certain instructions.
After that at a midnight conference the Royal Navy and
Royal Marines jeep force were organised ready for the
Here there is a photograph that was not well reproduced of
a Jeep in mud with a Bailey Bridge in the background. The
caption is as below.
Surrendering Germans helping to push jeeps through fields
past Bailey bridges under construction within Rastede and
Wilhelmshaven.
1
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morrow, but arrangements were slightly complicated by
Corps Headquarters, who gave an order at 0100 hrs that the
Poles and not the Canadians were to take Wilhelmshaven.
Meanwhile everyone at Bourg Leopold was, getting ready to
move forward. The Army were unable to do so because they
had no vehicles. Stores and men were therefore packed to
capacity into the little available Naval Transport and started
up the line, passing the transit messes that we had left under
C and M Parties - who would be a Don R!
More about this party later!
Chapter III
It rained hard in the morning and we were told that all
bridges were mined, that the enemy had not got the buzz that
they had surrendered and that only infantry could go ahead.
Fortunately, at this stage Marine Thacker bogged his
3-tonner in the driveway thus blocking all our other
transport. Both recce and advance were able to relieve their
sense of frustration in helping him out by word, deed and
horse. We set off leaving the D.U.W.K's and other vehicles at
ten minutes notice to follow.
Old timers passing along the Oldenburg road still take off
their hats at a certain culvert which was in the process of
being "Bailey" bridged.
Here a photograph of the Naval Jeep force in front of a long
line of Polish tanks
RN Jeep Force and Polish Tanks on outskirts
of Wilhelmshaven about to enter.

The jeep force drove into the fields and collected Germans to
lift the vehicles across ditches. Then once more into the
highroad where we were again advised that it was too
dangerous to go ahead.
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Heedless to say we sailed past cheering camps of Yugoslavs,
Poles, Italian, Dutch and French, and skirted another blown
bridge, torpedo war heads and magnetic mines, trying to
follow the war office map along the road we now know so
well, until, on the outskirts of Wilhelmshaven we met the
Polish Armoured Brigade which had advanced by a different
route.
There was a quick conference with Colonel Grudinski and a
glass of cognac in a nearby house and all dispersed to their
targets, Five Royal Marines seized Langewerth telephone
exchange, Lieut. Cmdr, (G) Webb, (believe it or not, with
walking stick and patent leather gaiters - bless you Whale
Island) took over the fortress Flak H.Q. Lieut. Comdr,
Fergusson took over the German Naval Head Quarters in the
"Njassa" and Leading Signalman Potter, on a bicycle (his
tank couldn’t cross the Kaiser Wilhelm bridge) seized the
Signal Station.
With tanks in support Lieut. Comdr. Eyre occupied the Main
German Naval Barracks and the Engineer Officer took over
the Dockyard.
Meanwhile three jeeps, the leading, one driven by N.O.I.C.,
with a ‘shanghaied’ German Commander on board,
proceeded North without support to Sengwarden. These great
wireless transmitters, fifty-five receivers, direct phone and
teleprinter lines could control all Germany. The only way we
could make them understand that they had surrendered was
to order lunch. This was very effective and cleared up a
rather trigger-fingered situation, and shortly afterwards a
Parachute Regiment came in, and the surrender was
complete,
We soon got into telephone touch via the Royals in
Langewerth with all the other bits of our party and sent off
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another Don R (as the other had got lost) to get the Advance
Party forward1.
Our Admiral was still lost although officers had personally
scoured the country in borrowed planes looking for him, so
in the afternoon we took the Naval Surrender for the
Ostfriesland area, ordered the German Admiral to shift his
Head Quarters to the “Njassa” to start mine sweeping, to
collect all breech blocks, to seal all magazines and so on and
so forth for about sixteen pages of foolscap.
Sengwarden housed about four hundred German Wrens and
they were not a very respectable crowd. We had quite enough
worries as it was, so we fell-in those with babies or shortly
about to have babies, at the Main Gate, gave an order "left
turn, quick march" and that was the last we saw of them, and
the first bit of disbandenment of the Wehrmacht.
Then we called everyone into Sengwarden, except Potter and
left Wilhelmshaven to the Poles, fearing that scenes might
occur. Actually their discipline and conduct was above
reproach and everything was most orderly and quiet: a
contrast to Emden.
Using the Altona wireless station just north of the town,
controlled from Sengwarden, the Canadian Intelligence got
the “Jairmany Calling” announcer on the air
"Calling-Jairmany" and we all went to bed quietly -- despite
the flaunting blandishments of the undisbanded German
Wrens.

1

Here a photograph of the Jeep beside a road sign for Oldeburg.

Journey's end. May 6th 1945
N.O.I.C's (self-driven) jeep,
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We had done what we intended and got the unconditional
surrender of the Weser-Ems area and Ostfriesian Islands
(where all troops and services were under German Naval
Command and Administration) and we had assumed
complete and unquestioned control, We had also conceived a
great and hearty respect for the Canadians to whom that
recce party will always be deeply grateful.

Chapter 1V
But what of the Main Party in that place of great tribulation,
Boug Leopold?
Alas! The Army stated at the last moment that they could
not, after all, provide any transport, so the R.A.F. came to the
rescue with one hundred Dakota planes. This might have
been alright even then, if the Navy hadn’t got thoroughly
disorganised by the shock of this mode of transport, so that
men of different parties got into the same plane. -. and so did
their stores,
Most of the aircraft landed at Alhorn, 30 kilometres South of
Oldenburg and while the Naval Parties argued, the R.A.F.
drank their liquid stores. Others landed all over Germany and
for the next fortnight, men with and without stores drifted
into Wilhelmshaven on borrowed transport all very pleased
with themselves, and indeed, it was a good effort.
Here a photograph of group of people sat around a small
room with part of a desk in the foreground.
Guns, N.O.I.C. (at desk unseen) with Cope, Torps.,
Col, Taylor RM, reading terms of surrender instructions
to German Admirals at Sengwarden May 6th.
The scenes on, the airfield at Alhorn are better glossed over
but everyone of all parties were high in their praise for our
chief cook. Temporary billets were arranged in Oldenburg
while our three lorries ferried the parties to them.
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Unfortunately by the time they got there that accommodation
had been taken by some Army types so the party spent the
night in a shell shattered glass strewn garage whose only
occupant was a mare in foal -- and she had been dead a long
time. During the next day we ferried the party to Sengwarden
and the following day the Admiral's Party (Naval Party 1738)
arrived too.
The Admiral himself arrived on, 7th May,
The German Admiral Forster, commanding the North Sea (!)
was collected and on the evening of 8th May he surrendered
it to us!
Unfortunately, our Admiral's secretary had lost his papers
and so the charred remnants of ours had to be used. Thus,
having captured the North Sea and to conserve our meagre
transport (and to stop giving our tots to Naval Party 1738) we
felt that we had better live nearer our work. We gave the two
U-Boat Training Flotillas twenty-four hours in which to
scrub out their barracks (now Prince Rupert School) and
move into (Ebkeriege where the Danes now are).
Lying alongside was a submarine depot ship called
''Weichsel"; since allocated to and sailed to Russia.
VE` day passed us by unnoticed due to the pressure of work
and shortage of where-withal and so on the evening of 10th
May 1947 we all assembled in our new barracks.
The Base Supply Officer issued out the wine and spirits stock
from a table by the bunker, up went the White Ensign and
Commissioning Pennant in the “Weichsel” and believe me
HMS Royal Rupert was well and truly launched on our own
special V.E. day.
Then our work really began -- but that is another story.
Letters to the Editor
Dear Mr. Editor,
It has been our lot to say farewell to many friends who have
sailed away from the Port to new adventures. Now it is our
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turn to go and we must say farewell to the Barracks, the Seaplane Base, the Club, the sails in the harbour, the shoots in
the country, trips inland: farewell to minute sheets, signals,
notices and memoranda, But hardest of all, farewell to our
friends who have made our stay on board so pleasant,
Farewell one, farewell all. May winds be fair, seas, be calm
and landfalls happy.
Farewell to you from
Dorothy and Jack Tooley Moore.

Collator’s Notes.
The above was obtained from a scan of an old photocopy
made this year. The reproduction was not very good and
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therefore I did not bother to try and get them in. They were in
monochrome and not at all clear from the photocopy but did
indicate the terrible conditions that were experienced in
getting transport across country when roads were thought to
be mined. The photographs with people in were really poor,
such that recognition was impossible.
This account I found so very interesting from more than one
point of view. Firstly I was struck by the nonchalant,
haphazard way the war seemed to be conducted, although I
believe that there was an awful lot of understatement in the
usual off-hand manner of the English of the time.
Secondly the importance that was given to Wihelmshaven as
a future threat to the UK and the steps that had been
considered to eliminate that threat.
Thirdly the way in which Prince Rupert School started its
life.
The reference to Herr Leu I found interesting as I was always
under the impression that he was an ex German Cavalry
Officer but it turns out that he was a Petty Officer in the
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German Horse Marines, an arm of the German forces
unknown to me. He was also our riding master: and very
good he was too, instilling in those he taught a real
appreciation of the animals. He was also a strict and
punctilious instructor in the handling of horses and the art of
equestrianism.
I hope that the reader found the piece above as interesting
and amusing as I did.

VMC Longyear
2009
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